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HDNet Schedule for Mon. June  4, 2012 to Sun. June 10, 2012

Monday June  4, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Hustle
Mickey and his new grifters pretend to be a new PR company to con ruthless venture capital-
ists, but things go wrong with new team members.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Teacher’s Pet - When Sam decides to return to school for his high school diploma, Coach 
decides to join him and the pair become star pupils-but for very different reasons.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

The Mail Goes To Jail - Suffering from a bad cold, Cliff takes time off his mail route to warm 
up inside Cheers, where Norm generously offers to finish his deliveries on his way home. 
Later, Norm is arrested for tampering with the mail, and Cliff fears he will lose his job if he 
admits he entrusted the letters to him.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Fever - Martha is seriously sickened by meteor dust, and Clark and Jonathan desperately try 
to help her. But when Clark becomes infected as well, he finds out just how vulnerable he 
can be. 

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Rosetta - Determined to find out where he came from, Clark travels to New York to meet Dr. 
Virgil Swann, (played by guest star Chrisopher Reeve), a brilliant scientist who possesses a 
message for Clark from his home planet.  

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Fighting Words - While respected and decorated Marine General Earl Watson has been as-
signed to lead the joint task force charged with capturing all the remaining high-value targets 
in Iraq, a troubling revelation surfaces. A reporter recently was in attendance at a Baptist 
church service when Watson spoke. In his remarks, he described Islam as a second-rate 
religion and said the U.S. was battling the devil.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Coming Home - In Tifka in northern Iraq, Sergeant Harry Smith leads his squad to protect the 
village, but Fedayeen members ambush them. The ensuing assault claims the life of young 
Marine Joe Smithfield. His death has ramifications stateside as Harm, Mac and Roberts are 
all pulled into matters involving the deceased.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Hustle

Mickey and his new grifters pretend to be a new PR company to con ruthless venture capital-
ists, but things go wrong with new team members.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Rooney

Listen to Rooney play a mix of songs from their self-titled album as well as their single “When 
Did Your Heart Go Missing?”.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Daughtry

With a passionate intensity, Daughtry performs some fan favorites, including rock gems “It’s 
Not Over” and “What I Want”, plus power ballads “Feels Like Tonight” and “Home”.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Molokini Island, Hawaii - The Get Out! girls scuba the coral reefs and Lana works the lens on 
her frothy ocean photo shoot.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

BAMMA 9 - Undefeated Jack Marshman challenges Tom “Kong” Watson for the BAMMA 
World Middleweight Title.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

Brother’s Keeper - Flashbacks show how Michael, Lincoln, Sucre, C-Note, and T-Bag came to 
reside in the Fox River prison; and how Sara came to work there.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Fighting Words - While respected and decorated Marine General Earl Watson has been as-
signed to lead the joint task force charged with capturing all the remaining high-value targets 
in Iraq, a troubling revelation surfaces. A reporter recently was in attendance at a Baptist 
church service when Watson spoke. In his remarks, he described Islam as a second-rate 
religion and said the U.S. was battling the devil.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Coming Home - In Tifka in northern Iraq, Sergeant Harry Smith leads his squad to protect the 
village, but Fedayeen members ambush them. The ensuing assault claims the life of young 
Marine Joe Smithfield. His death has ramifications stateside as Harm, Mac and Roberts are 
all pulled into matters involving the deceased.

LIVE!
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Inside MMA
Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten go on the road to Jackson’s MMA in Albuquerque to talk to the 
gym’s world famous founder and head trainer, Greg Jackson, and his fight team. Ron Kruck 
reports on Ricardo Almeida’s move from UFC fighter to MMA judge.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
The Super

I Had the Diarrhea - The Super decides to get to know more about the Burmese refugees 
who have been moving in to Landmark apartments. What he finds is a culture clash of epic 
and bloody proportions! Plus, a former alcoholic struggles with his demons...and his mat-
tress!

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
The Super

You’re Gonna Feel the Wrath - The Super’s on the search for two months back rent from a 
group of recent college grads. But when they keep ignoring The Super’s offers to help, he has 
no choice but to call their mommy!

Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT

Hustle
Don Coleman, a greedy football agent, is the target for the gang’s next bit of revenge.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bachelor Party - Jeff tries to brand Bikini Barbers as the ultimate bachelor party experience. 
However, the stylists go overboard with their drinking, dancing, and partying as they obliterate 
the bachelor and embarrass the boss. Jeff also goes on an awkward date with Natalie’s older 
sister, Rokki. The jury is out on whether Jeff really wants Rokki or is just climbing the family 
tree to get closer to Natalie.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten go on the road to Jackson’s MMA in Albuquerque to talk to the 
gym’s world famous founder and head trainer, Greg Jackson, and his fight team. Ron Kruck 
reports on Ricardo Almeida’s move from UFC fighter to MMA judge.
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1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
The Super

I Had the Diarrhea - The Super decides to get to know more about the Burmese refugees 
who have been moving in to Landmark apartments. What he finds is a culture clash of epic 
and bloody proportions! Plus, a former alcoholic struggles with his demons...and his mat-
tress!

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
The Super

You’re Gonna Feel the Wrath - The Super’s on the search for two months back rent from a 
group of recent college grads. But when they keep ignoring The Super’s offers to help, he has 
no choice but to call their mommy!

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Hustle

Don Coleman, a greedy football agent, is the target for the gang’s next bit of revenge.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

San Antonio, Ibiza - Unrated - The Get Out! girls check out the funky town of San Antonio and 
go parasailing; Mia has a sexy photo shoot you don’t want to miss.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline!

Host Favorites - This week on Deadline!, Katie Daryl is taking you on a HD trip around the 
world sharing her personal favorite parties and people from the most remote locations.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Year End Sextacular - Unrated - A whole lot of fun crammed into one show and a title 
designed to generate giant ratings.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents: Search for the Hottest Girl in America Season 3

It’s time for another wild season! Watch the GGW camera crew invade America’s best bars, 
beaches and campuses to find the hottest girls.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Turks & Caicos - Turks & Caicos is home to some of the best white sand beaches in the 
world with breathtaking hues from alluring waters, and legendary snorkeling and diving.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Philadelphia - Zane Lamprey visits Philadelphia. He drinks beer from Presidential recipes, 
visits the oldest bar in Philly and discovers the temple shot.

Tuesday June  5, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Hustle
Albert’s parole is in jeopardy but the team will stop at nothing to get him out.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Bar Bet - An absurd bet made during a long-forgotten drunken binge comes back to haunt 
Sam. Eddie Gordon, the man with whom he made the wager, shows up with a signed agree-
ment stating that Sam must marry Jacqueline Bisset by midnight the next day or forfeit his 
bar to Eddie.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Behind Every Great Man - Sam’s reputation as a ladies’ man is on the line when Paula 
Nelson, an astute reporter from “Boston Scene” magazine, visits Cheers to do a story on the 
singles scene and is immediately turned off by Sam’s masculine smugness.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Visitor - After his schoolmate, Cyrus Krupp, claims to be an alien and seemingly proves it by 
using heat vision, Clark investigates and begins to believe that the boy is from Clark’s home 
planet, Krypton.  

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Precipice - After Lana is almost assaulted by a college student, Clark loses control and 
injures him. The Kents are then sued for punitive damages that could cost them the farm, 
and Clark questions his powers. 

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Trojan Horse - During a Navy drug raid on a ship in the Northwest Arabian Sea, SEALs are 
attacked by Pakistanis protecting kilos of heroin. One of the SEALs, P.O. Wilks, is rescued by 
one of the supposed attackers - Brit Simon Tanveer - who instantly kills one of the Pakistanis 
during the skirmish.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Hail and Farewell (Part 1 of 2) - Harm strives to help Mattie control her anger as she contin-
ues to resist a reunion with her father, who is set to leave rehabilitation soon as a recovering 
alcoholic. But Harm discovers further details of the car accident that killed Mattie’s mom, 
revealing that Mattie’s dad passed a sobriety test at the accident scene.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Hustle

Albert’s parole is in jeopardy but the team will stop at nothing to get him out.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
HDNet Music Discovery

HDNet Music Discovery gives up-and-coming bands a chance to broadcast HD music videos 
in crystal clear true high definition and 5.1 Surround Sound on HDNet.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Mariah Carey: The Adventures of Mimi

Consider this is your all access pass to see Mariah belt out her biggest hits, from power 
ballads to hip-hop tracks, with a special guest appearance by “Boys II Men,” who join Mariah 
to perform their record breaking hit duet “One Sweet Day.” It is a fantasy come true to see 
and hear an artist of this magnitude touch the hearts and souls of so many with her famous 
five octave voice.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Lanai, Hawaii - Lana, Brooke and Kate check out the island of Lanai, while the other girls 
head to a mountain zip line. And Kate gets hung up in the trees on a shoreline photo shoot.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

It’s Showtime 56 - World class kickboxing from Belgium. Daniel Ghita meets Brian Douwes.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

J-Cat - When Michael is thrown into solitary confinement, he nearly drowns in despair; Sucre 
is left to pave over the escape hole in the guards’ room before a carpeting team can find it; 
and LJ finds Kellerman.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Trojan Horse - During a Navy drug raid on a ship in the Northwest Arabian Sea, SEALs are 
attacked by Pakistanis protecting kilos of heroin. One of the SEALs, P.O. Wilks, is rescued by 
one of the supposed attackers - Brit Simon Tanveer - who instantly kills one of the Pakistanis 
during the skirmish.
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7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Hail and Farewell (Part 1 of 2) - Harm strives to help Mattie control her anger as she contin-
ues to resist a reunion with her father, who is set to leave rehabilitation soon as a recovering 
alcoholic. But Harm discovers further details of the car accident that killed Mattie’s mom, 
revealing that Mattie’s dad passed a sobriety test at the accident scene.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Dan Rather Reports
Divided They Stand - A conversation on Congress with Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein, 
the authors of the new book It’s Even Worse Than It Looks. Plus, new information on burn 
pits; smoke from toxic trash fires in Iraq and Afghanistan harming US soldiers.

Premiere
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

HDNet World Report
Unfortunate Brother: The Korean Unification Question; Curtain Call: The Central City Opera - 
The two Koreas are bitter enemies, split by politics, mutual distrust and the most militarized 
border in the world. Yet the people on each side consider those living on the other to be 
family. This paradox complicates the million-dollar Korean question of unification. Then, in 
pop music, television is full of singing competitions promising fame and fortune. In opera, it’s 
the Central City Opera’s young musician program. Win here and doors open to some of the 
biggest opera stages in the world.

Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT

Alps From Above
Towering Heights - Travel towards the Oetz Valley, continue across the Brenner Pass, and 
come upon 250 peaks as the journey leads on to the valleys of Pitz and Inntal.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Divided They Stand - A conversation on Congress with Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein, 
the authors of the new book It’s Even Worse Than It Looks. Plus, new information on burn 
pits; smoke from toxic trash fires in Iraq and Afghanistan harming US soldiers.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
HDNet World Report

Unfortunate Brother: The Korean Unification Question; Curtain Call: The Central City Opera - 
The two Koreas are bitter enemies, split by politics, mutual distrust and the most militarized 
border in the world. Yet the people on each side consider those living on the other to be 
family. This paradox complicates the million-dollar Korean question of unification. Then, in 
pop music, television is full of singing competitions promising fame and fortune. In opera, it’s 
the Central City Opera’s young musician program. Win here and doors open to some of the 
biggest opera stages in the world.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Alps From Above

Towering Heights - Travel towards the Oetz Valley, continue across the Brenner Pass, and 
come upon 250 peaks as the journey leads on to the valleys of Pitz and Inntal.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Hustle

Don Coleman, a greedy football agent, is the target for the gang’s next bit of revenge.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

San Joan, Ibiza - Unrated - Cherie takes a horseback ride through the island trails while Lana 
gets down and sexy with her sexy photo shoot on the rocks.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Boobs and the Big Game! - Katie Daryl attends the big game’s parties! Porn Stars, players 
and Steel City Camera hat.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Running of the Santas - Unrated - Thousands of jolly red drunk people run through the 
streets of Philadelphia!

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents: Search for the Hottest Girl in America Season 3

The competition comes to a screeching halt when both buses encounter mechanical issues 
but the party continues and we find girls so hot they could melt steel.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Buenos Aires - Take a trip south of the equator to the bustling port city of Buenos Aires, 
which has long been recognized as the Paris of South America. Come along with our 
bikini models as they experience the exotic blend of Latin passion and old-world European 
elegance.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

New York City - Zane Lamprey visits the Big Apple. He drinks at one of the city’s oldest bars, 
the longest bar, and a bar that’s location is a secret.

Wednesday June  6, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Hustle
A stolen diamond necklace is left in the hands of the grifters by mistake.Will they be able to 
keep the necklace in their most dangerous con yet?

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

If I Ever Would Leave You - When Carla’s sleazy ex-husband gets thrown out by his new wife, 
he comes groveling back to Carla, vowing to prove his love for her by being her slave. Soon 
everyone, except Carla, believes him.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Executive’s Executioner Hines - Norm’s boss makes him an offer he can’t refuse: accept a 
promotion or lose his job! So Norm is promoted to “Corporate Killer,” the person in charge of 
firing employees.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Witness - Clark inadvertently witnesses the robbery of a LuthorCorp truck carrying kryptonite 
and is stunned to realize that he can’t stop the thieves--they are as strong as he is. 

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Accelerate - After Lana is visited by the ghost of her childhood friend, she turns to Clark for 
help in uncovering the truth about the strange visitor.  

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Hail and Farewell (Part 2 of 2) - As Mac tries to deal with Webb’s death, she finds herself the 
target of an assassin. Mac returns home to find Simon Tanveer, a former British operative, 
waiting for her with the news that there is a hit man on the hunt for those associated with 
Webb. Intrigued by Tanveer’s story, Mac joins forces with him in an effort to uncover the 
mystery surrounding Webb’s death

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Corporate Raiders - When a Marine dies and another is wounded in a friendly fire incident, 
Mac and Harm get involved when the Marine’s widow shows them e-mails in which her 
husband accuses the private security consultants, led by a former Marine, of inappropriate 
behavior. Now, Harm must pull some strings to have the former Gunny recalled to active 
status so he can be court marshaled and Harm can find out the truth about the security 
company he worked for.
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12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Hustle

A stolen diamond necklace is left in the hands of the grifters by mistake.Will they be able to 
keep the necklace in their most dangerous con yet?

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
HDNet Music Discovery

HDNet Music Discovery gives up-and-coming bands a chance to broadcast HD music videos 
in crystal clear true high definition and 5.1 Surround Sound on HDNet.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Chaka Khan - One Classic Night

Platinum selling artist and Grammy Award winner Chaka Khan gives a remarkable perfor-
mance showcasing her celebrated soulful vocals and her unique brand of pop music. The 
notable concert is laden with hits including “I’m Every Woman,” “I Feel for You,” and “Through 
the Fire” showing that this pop diva is back and better than ever. Experience this classic 
night, only on HDNet. 

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Lanai Pine, Hawaii - The Get Out! girls go for a bigger bang as they try out sporting clays on 
Lanai, while Krystle stays back for her sexy photo shoot.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

King of the Cage -  Imminent Danger - Heavyweight prospects collide as Tony Johnson de-
fends his KOTC Heavyweight title against former Olympic wrestler Daniel Cormier. Plus Bobby 
Green puts his 160 pound title on the line against Daron Cruickshank and Quinn Mulhernde-
fends his Welterweight title against Levi Stout.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

Bluff - While Michael, in the psych ward, tries to get Haywire to remember the missing piece 
of his tattoo, the other members of his team try to keep Bellick from auctioning off Michael 
and Sucre’s unoccupied cell.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Hail and Farewell (Part 2 of 2) - As Mac tries to deal with Webb’s death, she finds herself the 
target of an assassin. Mac returns home to find Simon Tanveer, a former British operative, 
waiting for her with the news that there is a hit man on the hunt for those associated with 
Webb. Intrigued by Tanveer’s story, Mac joins forces with him in an effort to uncover the 
mystery surrounding Webb’s death

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Corporate Raiders - When a Marine dies and another is wounded in a friendly fire incident, 
Mac and Harm get involved when the Marine’s widow shows them e-mails in which her 
husband accuses the private security consultants, led by a former Marine, of inappropriate 
behavior. Now, Harm must pull some strings to have the former Gunny recalled to active 
status so he can be court marshaled and Harm can find out the truth about the security 
company he worked for.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Memphis - Zane and Steve check out the birthplace of Rock and Roll. They make their own 
version of the notorious “purple sizzurp” with some locals. They make a cocktail in honor of 
Elvis, brew some beer with rocks, and march ducks down an elevator.

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Nashville - Zane and Steve check in to Music City: Nashville, Tennessee. They start their day 
off with a liter beer race, visit a modern moonshine distillery, and put their whiskey knowl-
edge to the test. They learn to carbonate their own cocktails, and then join a roller derby 
team for a race around the rink.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Daughtry

With a passionate intensity, Daughtry performs some fan favorites, including rock gems “It’s 
Not Over” and “What I Want”, plus power ballads “Feels Like Tonight” and “Home”.

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Alanis Morissette

Explosive and energetic, Alanis Morissette pulls in the audience with hints of hard rock, 
gentle folk, electronic beats, and free flowing Eastern melodies. Hits include “All I Really 
Want,” “Hands Clean,” “Thank U” and “Uninvited.”

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Memphis - Zane and Steve check out the birthplace of Rock and Roll. They make their own 
version of the notorious “purple sizzurp” with some locals. They make a cocktail in honor of 
Elvis, brew some beer with rocks, and march ducks down an elevator.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Nashville - Zane and Steve check in to Music City: Nashville, Tennessee. They start their day 
off with a liter beer race, visit a modern moonshine distillery, and put their whiskey knowl-
edge to the test. They learn to carbonate their own cocktails, and then join a roller derby 
team for a race around the rink.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Daughtry

With a passionate intensity, Daughtry performs some fan favorites, including rock gems “It’s 
Not Over” and “What I Want”, plus power ballads “Feels Like Tonight” and “Home”.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Alanis Morissette

Explosive and energetic, Alanis Morissette pulls in the audience with hints of hard rock, 
gentle folk, electronic beats, and free flowing Eastern melodies. Hits include “All I Really 
Want,” “Hands Clean,” “Thank U” and “Uninvited.”

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bachelor Party - Unrated - Jeff tries to brand Bikini Barbers as the ultimate bachelor party 
experience. However, the stylists go overboard with their drinking, dancing, and partying as 
they obliterate the bachelor and embarrass the boss. Jeff also goes on an awkward date with 
Natalie’s older sister, Rokki. The jury is out on whether Jeff really wants Rokki or is just climb-
ing the family tree to get closer to Natalie.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

Platja d’en Bossa, Ibiza - Unrated - The Get Out! girls head out at night for the super clubs of 
Ibiza, Kelli and Brooke hit the waves for some water sports action, and Lana has an accident.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Inside NHRA - Katie Daryl joins Kenny and Brandon Bernstein and works behind the scenes 
prepping for a NHRA race. Start your engines kids!

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Porn Special - Unrated - Put the kids to bed and learn about the world of adult entertain-
ment.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents: Search for the Hottest Girl in America Season 3

The buses round up sexy good ol’ girls in Oklahoma and serious party girls in Massachusetts. 
A familiar face returns, a sexy video is reviewed, and a Florida beauty fogs up the camera 
lens
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5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Punta Del Este - Punta del Este is internationally known as the St. Tropez of Uruguay. This 
ultra-exclusive and intimate destination beckons our five gorgeous models to explore the 
sexy shoreline, ritzy resorts and the romantic charm of this celebrity sanctuary.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Boston - Zane Lamprey visits Bean Town. He tries beer that’s brewed with fruit, drinks mead, 
and has a beer where everybody knows your name.

Thursday June  7, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Hustle
Mickey, Emma, and Sean face a conflict of interest when a youth center is threatened with 
demolition and an intimate embrace is seen.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Cheerio Cheers - With much trepidation, Diane decides to leave Cheers and travel to Europe 
with Frasier, who has been offered a temporary position at the University of Bologna.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

The Bartender’s Tale - With Diane away in Europe, Sam must hire a new waitress. Carla’s 
convinced she’s found the perfect replacement in Lillian, a mature Englishwoman who is a 
fantastic waitress.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Calling - When Dr. Fredrick Walden, the famed linguist who was injured while studying 
the caves, awakens suddenly from a coma, he possesses fantastic powers and goes on a 
dangerous mission.  

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Exodus - In the season finale, Clark makes an astonishing discovery about his origins--and 
faces the choice of his lifetime

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Retrial - At the request of Seaman Saul Wainright, who is serving a life sentence in a federal 
prison for stabbing a transsexual prostitute 20 years ago, Harm convinces Naval authorities 
to re-open the case. The Seaman always proclaimed his innocence, insisting that he acciden-
tally stabbed the prostitute once.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

A Whole New Ball Game - The rumor mill is in high gear when the nomination for Chegwid-
den’s replacement is announced. Capital Hill and JAG are abuzz with rumors when it’s 
learned that the President’s nominee for Chegwidden’s job is Colonel Gordon Cresswell, a 
tough Marine lawyer with combat experience.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Hustle

Mickey, Emma, and Sean face a conflict of interest when a youth center is threatened with 
demolition and an intimate embrace is seen.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

1:20 PM ET / 10:20 AM PT
HDNet Music Discovery

HDNet Music Discovery gives up-and-coming bands a chance to broadcast HD music videos 
in crystal clear true high definition and 5.1 Surround Sound on HDNet.

1:50 PM ET / 10:50 AM PT
New Found Glory - Pop Punk’s Not Dead LIve!

The pop punk quintet rocks out in front of a rowdy crowd at Ram’s Head Live! in downtown 
Baltimore with their infectious melodies and sing-along anthems that include their biggest 
hits as well as tunes from their album Radiosurgery.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Molokai, Hawaii - The Get Out! girls try their luck at deep sea fishing off Molokai, while 
Brooke works a tropical bikini photo shoot.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

Titan Fighting Championship 22 - UFC veterans Anthony “Rumble” Johnson and David 
Branch meet in the main event.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

The Key - Michael tries to figure out how to get the infirmary key from Sara; Lincoln learns 
about his father’s role in the events that have ruined his life; and Tweener becomes desper-
ate to escape from Avocado’s abuse.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Retrial - At the request of Seaman Saul Wainright, who is serving a life sentence in a federal 
prison for stabbing a transsexual prostitute 20 years ago, Harm convinces Naval authorities 
to re-open the case. The Seaman always proclaimed his innocence, insisting that he acciden-
tally stabbed the prostitute once.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

A Whole New Ball Game - The rumor mill is in high gear when the nomination for Chegwid-
den’s replacement is announced. Capital Hill and JAG are abuzz with rumors when it’s 
learned that the President’s nominee for Chegwidden’s job is Colonel Gordon Cresswell, a 
tough Marine lawyer with combat experience.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

Best Of - This week, Naughty But Nice is jam-packed with the most shocking moments of 
the season and some of the hottest stars! Bachelor Pad 2 winner Michael Stagliano talks sex 
in the Bachelor mansion, comedian Carrot Top hits on the waitress, La La Anthony opens up 
about BFF Kim Kardashian, Rob goes behind the scenes at Victoria’s Secret, and so much 
more!

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Hustle

Don Coleman, a greedy football agent, is the target for the gang’s next bit of revenge.

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
Get Out!

Vancouver - Lana and the Get Out! girls get cabin fever and decide to go on a pub crawl in 
Vancouver on a party bus.

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Indianapolis Parking Lot Party - Boozing and colorful parking lot fun in the Hoosier State.

Premiere
10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT

Art Mann Presents...
“Bodatious” Off-Road in Virginia - Sand draggin’, mud boggin’, and tons of alcoholic bever-
age consumin’ equals one crazy party.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.
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Premiere
12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT

Deadline! Unrated
Girl on Girl: Alektra Blue - Wicked Pictures contract girl Alektra Blue sits down with Katie 
Daryl for an in-depth interview and a red hot photo shoot. Trampoline Dodgeball and Mr. T 
Wrestling are also featured.

Premiere
12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT

Mustang Ranch - Labor of Love
Jennifer’s Radio Show - The parlor hostess has found a new calling as she prepares to host a 
live satellite radio show.

Premiere
1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Craziest Clubs - Our cameras rolled as the booties shook, the clothes slipped off, and the 
girls got wild at all the hot clubs from this season.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

“Bodatious” Off-Road in Virginia - Unrated - Sand draggin’, mud boggin’, and tons of alco-
holic beverage consumin’ equals one crazy party.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Girl on Girl: Alektra Blue - Wicked Pictures contract girl Alektra Blue sits down with Katie 
Daryl for an in-depth interview and a red hot photo shoot. Trampoline Dodgeball and Mr. T 
Wrestling are also featured.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Mustang Ranch - Labor of Love

Jennifer’s Radio Show - The parlor hostess has found a new calling as she prepares to host a 
live satellite radio show.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Craziest Clubs - Our cameras rolled as the booties shook, the clothes slipped off, and the 
girls got wild at all the hot clubs from this season.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

“Bodatious” Off-Road in Virginia - Unrated - Sand draggin’, mud boggin’, and tons of alco-
holic beverage consumin’ equals one crazy party.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.

Friday June  8, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Hustle
The team sets out to con Alfie Baron, but all is not as it seems.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Bells of St. Clete’s - Carla sets out for revenge when Drusilla DiMeglio, her former high 
school principal, visits the bar. She describes him as “the most vile, hateful, evil, wretched 
creature on earth.”

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Rescue Me - In a cliff-hanging season finale, Frasier proposes to Diane while in Europe, 
wanting to get married the very next day. Instead of giving an answer, she rushes to the 
phone to call Sam, hoping he’ll confess his love and halt the wedding. Instead, he hides his 
true feelings and artificially offers his congratulations.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Exile - After causing Martha’s miscarriage by triggering an explosion on the Kent farm to 
destroy his spaceship, guilt-wracked Clark dons a mind-altering red Kryptonite ring and hides 
in Metropolis.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Phoenix - After Clark’s Kryptonian father grants him temporary superpowers, Jonathan 
engages Clark in a destructive battle to counteract the mind-altering red Kryptonite ring and 
bring Clark home.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

This Just In from Baghdad - The new JAG, Marine General Gordon Cresswell, sends Harm 
and Mac to Baghdad to participate in the court martial of a sergeant accused of involuntary 
manslaughter in the death of Senior Department of Defense Advisor Dwight Kanin.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

One Big Boat - Mac and Turner go to court when the Naval Academy’s sailing instructor 
is charged with dereliction of duty and court-martialed after a midshipman drowns during 
a training exercise. Bud’s brother Mike, who was aboard the ship at the time, idolizes his 
commander and rallies to his defense as the other cadets begin to turn, making his loyalty 
instrumental in Turner’s case for the defense. Meanwhile, Harm and Mattie’s relationship 
changes forever.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Hustle

The team sets out to con Alfie Baron, but all is not as it seems.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
311 Live in Chicago

The multiplatinum rockers perform at the Charter One Pavilion playing their biggest hits 
“Come Original,” “Amber”, and “Beautiful Disaster”, as well as songs from their latest album 
Universal Pulse.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Lahaina, Hawaii - Cherie takes a high-speed Zodiac tour in search of humpback whales, then 
the girls dress up for some nighttime cocktails and a little hula dancing.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

Titan Fighting Championship 20 - Brett Rogers takes on Eddie Sanchez. Plus, former WEC 
Lightweight Champion Jamie Varner  in action.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

Tonight - With their escape hole discovered, the cons are forced to make their break tonight, 
but with Lincoln under 24-hour watch, Michael may have to leave him behind; Michael 
confides in Sara, who abandons him; and then Michael plays his final card, making a drastic 
move against the warden.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

This Just In from Baghdad - The new JAG, Marine General Gordon Cresswell, sends Harm 
and Mac to Baghdad to participate in the court martial of a sergeant accused of involuntary 
manslaughter in the death of Senior Department of Defense Advisor Dwight Kanin.
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7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

One Big Boat - Mac and Turner go to court when the Naval Academy’s sailing instructor 
is charged with dereliction of duty and court-martialed after a midshipman drowns during 
a training exercise. Bud’s brother Mike, who was aboard the ship at the time, idolizes his 
commander and rallies to his defense as the other cadets begin to turn, making his loyalty 
instrumental in Turner’s case for the defense. Meanwhile, Harm and Mattie’s relationship 
changes forever.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten go on the road to Jackson’s MMA in Albuquerque to talk to the 
gym’s world famous founder and head trainer, Greg Jackson, and his fight team. Ron Kruck 
reports on Ricardo Almeida’s move from UFC fighter to MMA judge.

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
HDNet Fights

World Heavyweight Champions - Featuring Alistair Overeem, Fedor Emelianenko, Josh 
Barnett, and more Heavyweight legends of top MMA organizations including PRIDE, the UFC, 
and Strikeforce.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Inside MMA

Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten go on the road to Jackson’s MMA in Albuquerque to talk to the 
gym’s world famous founder and head trainer, Greg Jackson, and his fight team. Ron Kruck 
reports on Ricardo Almeida’s move from UFC fighter to MMA judge.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

World Heavyweight Champions - Featuring Alistair Overeem, Fedor Emelianenko, Josh 
Barnett, and more Heavyweight legends of top MMA organizations including PRIDE, the UFC, 
and Strikeforce.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
HDNet Fights

World Heavyweight Champions - Featuring Alistair Overeem, Fedor Emelianenko, Josh 
Barnett, and more Heavyweight legends of top MMA organizations including PRIDE, the UFC, 
and Strikeforce.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

“Bodatious” Off-Road in Virginia - Sand draggin’, mud boggin’, and tons of alcoholic bever-
age consumin’ equals one crazy party.

Saturday June  9, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Smart Travels Europe
Germany’s Rhine and Mosel Rivers - We start in the ancient Roman city of Trier and travel 
up the Mosel River visiting vineyards and ancient castles. Then it’s a scenic cruise down the 
Rhine for a sailor’s eye view of famous Rhine castles and the lovely but dangerous Lorelei. 
Our trip concludes in the city of Cologne with a visit to the modern art museum and samples 
of Kölsch, the local beer.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT
Alps From Above

Towering Heights - Travel towards the Oetz Valley, continue across the Brenner Pass, and 
come upon 250 peaks as the journey leads on to the valleys of Pitz and Inntal.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

In The Shadow of Armoured Giants - Austin heads to the grasslands of Swaziland in search of 
the rare and elusive rhino. Although rhinos are one of the deadliest animals in Africa, Austin 
wants to get up close to photograph them.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Normandy: War-Torn yet full of Life - After exploring the half-timbered charm of Rouen, we 
reflect on Monet’s lily ponds, peek in on local artisans, and set up an easel at Honfleur’s 
harbor. We venture into composer Eric Satie’s eccentric world and feast on the finest of 
Normandy cuisine. After pondering sacrifice and celebrating freedom on the D-Day beaches, 
we hike with pilgrims to the enchanted island abbey of Mont St. Michel.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Belfast and the Best of Northern Ireland - No trip to the Emerald Isle is complete without a 
visit to Northern Ireland. We tour bustling Belfast, sneaking a look at its politically charged 
neighborhoods. Then we head for the Antrim Coast and go wild in Portrush, Ulster’s Coney 
Island. We taste-test Irish whiskey, scramble over fascinating six-sided rock columns, putter 
through a world-class golf course, and stomp our feet to Irish music in rough-and-tumble 
Derry.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Europe

Germany’s Rhine and Mosel Rivers - We start in the ancient Roman city of Trier and travel 
up the Mosel River visiting vineyards and ancient castles. Then it’s a scenic cruise down the 
Rhine for a sailor’s eye view of famous Rhine castles and the lovely but dangerous Lorelei. 
Our trip concludes in the city of Cologne with a visit to the modern art museum and samples 
of Kölsch, the local beer.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

In The Shadow of Armoured Giants - Austin heads to the grasslands of Swaziland in search of 
the rare and elusive rhino. Although rhinos are one of the deadliest animals in Africa, Austin 
wants to get up close to photograph them.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
HDNet World Report

Unfortunate Brother: The Korean Unification Question; Curtain Call: The Central City Opera - 
The two Koreas are bitter enemies, split by politics, mutual distrust and the most militarized 
border in the world. Yet the people on each side consider those living on the other to be 
family. This paradox complicates the million-dollar Korean question of unification. Then, in 
pop music, television is full of singing competitions promising fame and fortune. In opera, it’s 
the Central City Opera’s young musician program. Win here and doors open to some of the 
biggest opera stages in the world.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Divided They Stand - A conversation on Congress with Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein, 
the authors of the new book It’s Even Worse Than It Looks. Plus, new information on burn 
pits; smoke from toxic trash fires in Iraq and Afghanistan harming US soldiers.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Daughtry

With a passionate intensity, Daughtry performs some fan favorites, including rock gems “It’s 
Not Over” and “What I Want”, plus power ballads “Feels Like Tonight” and “Home”.
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2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we catch up with Josh Turner and Easton Corbin. We’ve got music from Craig 
Morgan and Josh Abbott Band. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with Jason Aldean. Get 
your weekly country fix right here.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

Best Of - This week, Naughty But Nice is jam-packed with the most shocking moments of 
the season and some of the hottest stars! Bachelor Pad 2 winner Michael Stagliano talks sex 
in the Bachelor mansion, comedian Carrot Top hits on the waitress, La La Anthony opens up 
about BFF Kim Kardashian, Rob goes behind the scenes at Victoria’s Secret, and so much 
more!

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
Hustle

Don Coleman, a greedy football agent, is the target for the gang’s next bit of revenge.

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sophie Tweed Simmons - KISS bass player Gene Simmons lends his beautiful daughter to 
CelebriDate and the heiress to the KISS throne doesn’t disappoint.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Memphis - Zane and Steve check out the birthplace of Rock and Roll. They make their own 
version of the notorious “purple sizzurp” with some locals. They make a cocktail in honor of 
Elvis, brew some beer with rocks, and march ducks down an elevator.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Belfast and the Best of Northern Ireland - No trip to the Emerald Isle is complete without a 
visit to Northern Ireland. We tour bustling Belfast, sneaking a look at its politically charged 
neighborhoods. Then we head for the Antrim Coast and go wild in Portrush, Ulster’s Coney 
Island. We taste-test Irish whiskey, scramble over fascinating six-sided rock columns, putter 
through a world-class golf course, and stomp our feet to Irish music in rough-and-tumble 
Derry.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
Alps From Above

Towering Heights - Travel towards the Oetz Valley, continue across the Brenner Pass, and 
come upon 250 peaks as the journey leads on to the valleys of Pitz and Inntal.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Paul lands in Delhi, the capital of India, and immediately goes in search of some ‘help’ on 
how to survive the next eight weeks. He enrolls in a finishing school and meets the formi-
dable Pria Warwick. Under her guidance, Paul is taught how to perfect his British accent with 
the help of some marbles and receives instruction on just how to behave ‘correctly’ over the 
next two months.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

Best Of - This week, Naughty But Nice is jam-packed with the most shocking moments of 
the season and some of the hottest stars! Bachelor Pad 2 winner Michael Stagliano talks sex 
in the Bachelor mansion, comedian Carrot Top hits on the waitress, La La Anthony opens up 
about BFF Kim Kardashian, Rob goes behind the scenes at Victoria’s Secret, and so much 
more!

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Hustle

Don Coleman, a greedy football agent, is the target for the gang’s next bit of revenge.

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
Get Out!

Vancouver - Lana and the Get Out! girls get cabin fever and decide to go on a pub crawl in 
Vancouver on a party bus.

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Indianapolis Parking Lot Party - Boozing and colorful parking lot fun in the Hoosier State.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

“Bodatious” Off-Road in Virginia - Sand draggin’, mud boggin’, and tons of alcoholic bever-
age consumin’ equals one crazy party.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Girl on Girl: Alektra Blue - Wicked Pictures contract girl Alektra Blue sits down with Katie 
Daryl for an in-depth interview and a red hot photo shoot. Trampoline Dodgeball and Mr. T 
Wrestling are also featured.

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Mustang Ranch - Labor of Love

Jennifer’s Radio Show - The parlor hostess has found a new calling as she prepares to host a 
live satellite radio show.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Craziest Clubs - Our cameras rolled as the booties shook, the clothes slipped off, and the 
girls got wild at all the hot clubs from this season.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

“Bodatious” Off-Road in Virginia - Unrated - Sand draggin’, mud boggin’, and tons of alco-
holic beverage consumin’ equals one crazy party.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Girl on Girl: Alektra Blue - Wicked Pictures contract girl Alektra Blue sits down with Katie 
Daryl for an in-depth interview and a red hot photo shoot. Trampoline Dodgeball and Mr. T 
Wrestling are also featured.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Mustang Ranch - Labor of Love

Jennifer’s Radio Show - The parlor hostess has found a new calling as she prepares to host a 
live satellite radio show.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Craziest Clubs - Our cameras rolled as the booties shook, the clothes slipped off, and the 
girls got wild at all the hot clubs from this season.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

“Bodatious” Off-Road in Virginia - Unrated - Sand draggin’, mud boggin’, and tons of alco-
holic beverage consumin’ equals one crazy party.
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5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Bikini Contest - Jeff tries to jumpstart business by entering the girls in a bikini contest and 
hiring an upscale stylist.

Sunday June 10, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Smart Travels Europe
Bologna and Emilia Romagna - From our base in Bologna we eat our way across North-
ern Italy, taking in glorious art and culture along the way: cheese and mosaics in Parma, 
Balsamic vinegar and racecars in Modena, ham, pasta and university life in Bologna. A trip to 
Ravenna’s brilliant 6th century mosaics and a beach resort at Rimini round out the adventure.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT
Ultra Eye

Reykjavik - Explore the city that’s shining a northern light on style. We meet the designers 
who’ve turned the limitations of isolation into limitless creativity. Reykjavik’s stylemakers 
translate the natural wonders of their terrain into distinctive works of art.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

Hanseatic Heritage - Luebeck, the Queen of the Hanse, is without doubt the most beautiful 
city along the German coast. The view from above reveals the island shape of the old town, 
which is marked by Gothic gables.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

London: Mod and Trad - London is quintessentially English...yet cosmopolitan. We check 
out the new -- the Millennium Bridge and the British Museum’s Great Court, and admire the 
old -- well-wrapped mummies and a rare Leonardo. After bantering with Beefeaters at the 
Tower of London, we do some riverside beachcombing. Strolling the trendy South Bank of the 
Thames takes us from the artsy Tate Modern to the dizzying London Eye.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Highlights of Paris: Eiffel and Monet to Crème Brulée - Packing the best of Paris into one 
episode, we scale the Eiffel Tower, then savor classic treats -- from steak tartare to crème 
brulée . We marvel at Monet, Manet and company in the stunning Orsay Gallery. Tracing the 
sad steps of Marie Antoinette to the guillotine, we track French history from its bloody revolu-
tion to its extravagant belle epoch.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Ultra Eye

Reykjavik - Explore the city that’s shining a northern light on style. We meet the designers 
who’ve turned the limitations of isolation into limitless creativity. Reykjavik’s stylemakers 
translate the natural wonders of their terrain into distinctive works of art.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

Hanseatic Heritage - Luebeck, the Queen of the Hanse, is without doubt the most beautiful 
city along the German coast. The view from above reveals the island shape of the old town, 
which is marked by Gothic gables.

11:30 AM ET / 8:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

London: Mod and Trad - London is quintessentially English...yet cosmopolitan. We check 
out the new -- the Millennium Bridge and the British Museum’s Great Court, and admire the 
old -- well-wrapped mummies and a rare Leonardo. After bantering with Beefeaters at the 
Tower of London, we do some riverside beachcombing. Strolling the trendy South Bank of the 
Thames takes us from the artsy Tate Modern to the dizzying London Eye.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Highlights of Paris: Eiffel and Monet to Crème Brulée - Packing the best of Paris into one 
episode, we scale the Eiffel Tower, then savor classic treats -- from steak tartare to crème 
brulée . We marvel at Monet, Manet and company in the stunning Orsay Gallery. Tracing the 
sad steps of Marie Antoinette to the guillotine, we track French history from its bloody revolu-
tion to its extravagant belle epoch.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Paul lands in Delhi, the capital of India, and immediately goes in search of some ‘help’ on 
how to survive the next eight weeks. He enrolls in a finishing school and meets the formi-
dable Pria Warwick. Under her guidance, Paul is taught how to perfect his British accent with 
the help of some marbles and receives instruction on just how to behave ‘correctly’ over the 
next two months.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

Best Of - This week, Naughty But Nice is jam-packed with the most shocking moments of 
the season and some of the hottest stars! Bachelor Pad 2 winner Michael Stagliano talks sex 
in the Bachelor mansion, comedian Carrot Top hits on the waitress, La La Anthony opens up 
about BFF Kim Kardashian, Rob goes behind the scenes at Victoria’s Secret, and so much 
more!

Premiere
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT

Honky Tonk TV: Your Country
This week we catch up with Josh Thompson and Love and Theft. We’ve got music from Luke 
Bryan and Kenny Chesney. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with the Eric Church “Smoke 
a Little Smoke” classic. Get your weekly country fix with Honky Tonk TV, we’re taking over the 
country!

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
HDNet Music Discovery

HDNet Music Discovery gives up-and-coming bands a chance to broadcast HD music videos 
in crystal clear true high definition and 5.1 Surround Sound on HDNet.

2:40 PM ET / 11:40 AM PT
Jet - Live in the USA 2009

Jet, a multi-Platinum Aussie garage rock sensation, performs live at the House of Blues in 
Anaheim, California, playing all their hits as well as songs from their latest album, Shaka 
Rock. Jet skillfully combines the raw pulsing rock sounds from the past with today’s garage 
punk in songs such as “Are You Gonna Be My Girl” and “Cold Hard Bitch,” in addition to the 
rock ballad, “Look What You’ve Done.”

3:45 PM ET / 12:45 PM PT
Third Eye Blind - Ten Years Down

90s rock icon Third Eye Blind return to the city where it all began. On the eve of their ten-
year anniversary, the San Francisco based rock quartet is captured over two sold-out nights 
at the famed Fillmore. They perform some of rock’s undeniable songs, “Semi-Charmed Life”, 
“Graduate” and “Losing A Whole Year” from their multi-platinum music career. Driven by the 
vocals and personality of lead singer Stephan Jenkins, this career spanning event is one not 
to miss. 

5:20 PM ET / 2:20 PM PT
Cheap Trick: The Latest Live @ SXSW®

The multi-platinum power-pop rockers perform a dynamic live set in front of a 20,000 crowd 
at the famed South By Southwest Music festival main stage. The band plays their energetic 
melodic sound from 36 years of music, including the monster hits “I Want You to Want Me,” 
“Dream Police,” and “Surrender.”

6:25 PM ET / 3:25 PM PT
The Cult in Concert

The Cult’s original lineup returns to the stage for a hard core live performance. Bridging the 
gap between heavy metal and Goth-style punk, they harness the white-hot war horse of rock 
and roll. Songs include: “Edie (Ciao Baby)”, and “Fire Woman”.
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Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Bush: Live From Roseland

The multiplatinum band performs hits “Machinehead,” “Everything Zen” and “Glycerine”, as 
well as songs from Sea of Memories at the Roseland Theater in Portland, Oregon.

9:35 PM ET / 6:35 PM PT
Jane’s Addiction Live Voodoo

This spectacular show captures the band’s classic line-up in top form, with Perry Farrell at 
his most mesmerizing and the rest clearly enjoying the occasion, too. The track listing is 
predominantly drawn from their first two albums, which featured this line-up, and the band 
are joined on stage by twin girl dancers, while the show climaxes with a joyous all singing 
and dancing stage invasion.

11:05 PM ET / 8:05 PM PT
Green Day Live at the Fox Theatre

Green Day returns to the stage for the first time since their multi-award winning American 
Idiot for a live performance of their brand new album, 21st Century Breakdown, at the 
recently restored Fox Theatre in Oakland. The concert also includes exclusive behind-the-
scenes footage and commentary.

12:10 AM ET / 9:10 PM PT
Smashing Pumpkins - The Fillmore Residency

In June 2007, the re-united Smashing Pumpkins eschewed a traditional US tour and opted 
for an experimental art installation in the form of two residencies in Asheville, NC, and San 
Francisco, CA. The Fillmore Residency, filmed over five sold-out nights at the famed Fillmore 
Auditorium in San Francisco, CA, features seven new tracks, some not available anywhere 
else.

1:20 AM ET / 10:20 PM PT
Bush: Live From Roseland

The multiplatinum band performs hits “Machinehead,” “Everything Zen” and “Glycerine”, as 
well as songs from Sea of Memories at the Roseland Theater in Portland, Oregon.

2:55 AM ET / 11:55 PM PT
Jane’s Addiction Live Voodoo

This spectacular show captures the band’s classic line-up in top form, with Perry Farrell at 
his most mesmerizing and the rest clearly enjoying the occasion, too. The track listing is 
predominantly drawn from their first two albums, which featured this line-up, and the band 
are joined on stage by twin girl dancers, while the show climaxes with a joyous all singing 
and dancing stage invasion.

4:25 AM ET / 1:25 AM PT
Smashing Pumpkins - The Fillmore Residency

In June 2007, the re-united Smashing Pumpkins eschewed a traditional US tour and opted 
for an experimental art installation in the form of two residencies in Asheville, NC, and San 
Francisco, CA. The Fillmore Residency, filmed over five sold-out nights at the famed Fillmore 
Auditorium in San Francisco, CA, features seven new tracks, some not available anywhere 
else.

5:35 AM ET / 2:35 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.


